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BETH COLLAR
DADDY ISSUES
CGP London // Dilston Grove, Southwark Park, London SE16 2DD
Exhibition open 22 March–28 April 2019, Friday–Sunday 11–5pm
Private view Sunday 17 March, 3–6pm
Matt’s Gallery and CGP London are delighted to present a collaborative
commission of new work for Dilston Grove by Beth Collar. The commission
builds on an on-going relationship that in previous years has produced
exhibitions by Graham Fagen, Matt Stokes and Richard Grayson.
Beth Collar, whose exhibition Thinking Here Of How The Words Formulate
Inside My Head As I Am Just Thinking took place at Matt’s Gallery in May 2018,
will produce a new body of work for the modernist former church.
The project began with an interest in a group of ecclesiastical terracotta
sculptures by Niccolo dell’Arca in Bologna whose uncanny, not-quiterightness is compacted by their depictions of ‘extreme feminine emotions’ –
feelings that are hard to stay in the room with. For Collar terracotta is a
material bound together with these images of screaming women. While
immersing herself in a laborious and extended process of making, Collar was
able to think through this entanglement, allowing works to emerge, with
one leading to another, feeding back into her research.
This exploration expanded to the early church, the Northern European
tradition of cadaver tomb eﬃgies, body horror and medical teaching aids,
crafting an array of corrupted anatomical and organic objects: parasitic plant
life and human tissue connected through dream logic. Skin and cloth
become indivisible – rendered anatomically alike, connected or fused.
Support structures appear as vernacular architecture.
In the work the Dark Ages function as a signiﬁer of plastic time,
somewhere in the past that we use in our minds to anchor ourselves into the
world. Here we ﬁnd the archetypal pilgrim, the apocryphal ﬁgure of Prester
John (a priest-king who was said to rule an Eastern Christian kingdom) and
the biblical Antichrist – ﬁgures whose arrival is held in a constant state of
imminence, and yet never fulﬁlled.
Historically women’s art has often been read as confessional and seen
through the lens of the micro: the autobiographical, the domestic and the
emotional. The multi-purpose pop-psychological phrase ‘Daddy Issues’ is
wielded to diminish, disparage and negate an ‘emotional’ aspect of a
person’s character, and most often through this, to subjugate and manipulate women. This title openly courts the potential for Collar’s work to be read
through this lens. Daddy Issues is both a send up and an earnest homage.
The question of whose daddy issues are being addressed is kicked between
the protagonists; a universal, transhistorical daddy; the absent daddy; the big
other or the propensity for man to rely on and bow to outside forces. Even
dads have daddy issues.
The exhibition is supported by the Arts Council England, The Henry Moore
Foundation, Paul & Louise Cooke Endowment and Southwark Council.
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Beth Collar was born in Cambridge, England in 1984. She lives in Berlin. She
studied at RCA, Sculpture.
Recent solo projects have been at Waldo @Mathew Gallery, New York;
Primary, Nottingham and Matt’s Gallery, London, 2018; Standpoint, London,
2017 and at Fig 2, ICA, London, 2015.
Recent group shows and performances have been at Bärenzwinger, Berlin,
2019, Sans Titre, Paris; Goswell Road @Balice Hertling, Paris; Room E-10 27 @
Centre, Berlin; Cell Project Space, London; Horse and Pony, Berlin, 2018; Cafe
Oto, London; the Kunstverein München; Kunstraum, London, 2017; Glasgow
Women’s Library, Glasgow; Freud Museum, London; KW, Berlin, 2016; Cubitt,
London; Rijksakademie, Amsterdam; Raven Row, London; the Serpentine
Galleries, London; Finnish Museum of Photography, Helsinki, 2015 and Flat
Time House, London, 2014. She was recipient of the Mark Tanner Sculpture
Award 2016/17.
Beth would like to thank Jake Kent, Paul Clinton, Jesse Darling, Lynne
Morris, Hannah Still, Eoghan Ryan and everyone at Matt's Gallery and
CGP London.

